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ON THE REPORTING OF NOT SEEING WHAT IS NOT
‘Besides learning to see,
there is another art to be learnt,
– not to see what is not’

Maria Mitchell, Astronomer, 1818–1889

I am conveniently avoiding work on a research manuscript as I
write this piece. Readers of the Journal are no doubt aware of the
countless hours involved in the design and conduct of research
and the tedious process of writing up that follows the completion
of the research. The work I refer to took a substantial amount of
time and energy, but yielded ‘negative’ results. The hypothesis
under study was not supported and there were no ‘statistically
significant’ findings to report.

After having spent much time and effort on studying a beloved
hypothesis, the absence of any important results was, to some
extent, met with all the stages of grief. Denial first—maybe I made
a mistake, shall I repeat the analyses? Then anger—what a waste
of precious time, why did I get into this in the first place?
Bargaining—what about subgroup analyses, maybe something
interesting there? Depression—this paper is not worth writing.
And, eventually acceptance—regardless of the direction of the
results, I have made a worthy contribution to the understanding
of this topic.

Perhaps many readers of the Journal have gone through these
experiences. There is something very satisfying and motivating
about a ‘new finding’ or a positive result. Authors are likely to
prioritize writing up and submitting such studies,1–3 peer reviewers
rate such work higher than null findings,4,5 and high-impact
journals are likely to publish such work quicker.1–3 But who wants
to read a paper that really found nothing? Even if not ‘riveting
reading’,6 it is widely acknowledged that negative results are
important in medical research and have important implications for
the understanding of health and disease, and importantly, in
decisions related to treatment.1–3,5–7 Such arguments are not just
academic, and publication bias, in the form of under-reporting of
adverse effects or overestimating of clinical benefits of treatments,
may be related to significant harm to patients.8

It is, therefore, reassuring that negative findings are being
given increasing recognition in medical publishing. Journal editors,
and regulatory and funding bodies all appear to back the publication
of rigorously conducted studies regardless of the outcome reported.3

Journals aiming to exclusively publish negative studies have also
materialized (such as the Journal of Negative Studies in Biomedical
Research, http://www.jnrbm.com). Authors of systematic reviews
and meta-analyses are now required to routinely investigate
publication bias in their reviews and sophisticated statistical
techniques to account for publication bias continue to be
developed.3

However, despite the increasing awareness and remedial
attempts, publication bias is a reality, and much continues to be
written about it.2,3,5,8 Early studies called for registries of the
protocols of all trials so that investigators synthesizing the evidence
would be able to access the details of all studies on a particular
topic, and chase up unpublished results.1,6 Trial registries have
now been established, but getting data out of unreported studies
is still proving to be a major challenge for those attempting
systematic reviews and meta-analyses.8
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Another related issue is the alteration of primary outcomes of
research protocols and selective reporting of positive results.2 It is
possible that such selective reporting is related to the need to ‘sell’
the paper to the journal and the public—after all, almost all
journals ask authors to write in covering letters why the paper
deserves publication in their precious pages. Such a marketing
approach, combined with strict word limits, may be one reason for
selective reporting and glossing over of study limitations. There
are possibly other, more sinister reasons for the ‘burying’ of
negative research findings, or selective reporting, especially when
conflicting business interests are at stake, but such practice is not
limited to industry or privately funded research.

For instance, McCormack and Greenhalgh systematically
studied the reporting of results of a landmark 20-year-long trial of
glycaemic therapies for type 2 diabetes, and reported strong
evidence of a positive ‘spin’ in a number of publications.7 They
highlighted that despite all the advantages of randomized trials,
when it came to the interpretation of results, the process appeared
to be ‘neither objective, nor value-free’. They coined a number of
interesting terms to describe the possible interpretive biases in the
process. Their mostly self-explanatory descriptions of these biases
were ‘we’ve shown something here’, ‘the results we have all been
waiting for’, ‘just keep taking the tablets’, ‘what the hell can we
tell the public’, and ‘if enough people say it, it becomes true’.7

Such reports directly challenge some basic tenets of good
scientific practice, including objectivity and scepticism. It is not
surprising to see that researchers be shaped by their own values,
belief systems and dogmas; they are, after all, only human. As an
extreme example, we have all come across individuals who have
built their whole careers propagating a particular theory. Publishing
work contradicting their own theories and admitting that they
were wrong all along must be an immense challenge; and to shelve
or selectively report studies that do not confirm their own theories
an easier task. However, it could be argued that the strength to
abandon a much adored theory in the absence of evidence is an
essential quality of a true researcher. Applying value systems to
appraise research is, of course, not limited to authors but also to
peer reviewers, who may be overtly sceptical about results that
challenge their views, and over-trusting when the results confirm
their own beliefs.4

One consistent guilty party cited in the literature, contributing
importantly to publication bias, is the authors themselves.1,3 It is
a common perception that it is much harder to publish negative
results (a view that I confess to holding as a relatively junior
researcher, but am challenging myself in the light of the evidence!),
but a review did not find strong evidence of publication bias
attributable to journal editors.3 However, a recent randomized
trial reported a ‘positive outcome bias’ in the peer-review process.5

In this study, reviewers were randomly sent one of two fabricated
manuscripts, identical in all respects but the outcome (positive or
no difference). The reviewers were more likely to recommend
acceptance of the ‘positive outcome’ manuscript than the ‘no
difference’ version, were more likely to find methodological
flaws in the ‘no difference’ manuscript and were more likely to
give better scores to the methodology of the manuscript with
positive outcomes than that with a negative outcome, despite the
fact that the two were identical.5
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So the fear of rejection among authors of negative studies may
not be completely unfounded. It may be understandable that
authors prioritize other important work rather than ‘flog a dead
horse’. A popular term for this phenomenon is the ‘file drawer
effect’, which occurs when researchers abandon writing up studies
that have not produced the desired results.9 A large proportion of
the practice of abandoning negative results may be subconscious
rather than a deliberate attempt to conceal data or deceive, but
perhaps more should be done to highlight the ethical duty of
researchers to report and publish all their research, regardless of
the outcome. Medical journals, as many already do, could highlight
that they welcome methodologically strong studies for publication,
regardless of positive or negative findings.

Learning to not see what is not, as Maria Mitchell wrote, is
important. But reporting accurately is equally important and an
important ethical duty of all researchers. Perhaps some readers
will agree and avoid filing their results away, instead bravely
persevering to get them on scientific record, where all good
research belongs.
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Book Reviews

White Coat Black Hat: Adventures on the dark side of medicine.
Carl Elliot. Beacon Press, Boston, 2010. 213 pp, US$ 24.95.

Recent news items in preeminent
newspapers such as the New York
Times and in medical journals reveal
yet again that the practice of
medicine is influenced by the wider
societal climate. The three-decade-
long worship of profit, dressed in
euphemisms such as ‘entre-
preneurship’ and ‘initiative’, has
seeped into every field of human
endeavour. Its effects on medicine
have been profound. As Elliot states:
‘Doctors used to be more powerful
than healthcare corpo-rations;

medicine was once seen as a profession, not a business [emphasis
added]. The scientific community trusted that researchers were
behaving honestly and that while healthcare may be a business now,
it still operates by the old rules… Nobody wants to admit that the
world has changed…’.

And changed it has. The following articles that appeared in the
past few months bear witness to this:

Study finds conflicts among panels’ doctors, New York
Times, 28 March 2011. Doctors with private financial conflicts of
interest wrote guidelines on cardiovascular health .While 56% of
the panelists had conflicts of interest, 81% of the ‘leaders of these

panels had a personal financial interest in companies affected by
their guidelines’.

A hemorrhage of off-label use, Annals of Internal Medicine
2011;154:566–7. This editorial is critical of the 140-fold increase
in the use of recombinant factor VIIa (rFVIIa) in hospitalized
patients, 97% of it for ‘off-label’ use (use not approved by the the
Food and Drug Administration [FDA]), as a procoagulant, ignoring
studies showing the lack of benefit and an increase in the risk of
thromboembolism at a cost of US$ 10 000 per dose.

Financial conflicts cited in investigation of Medtronic spinal
fusion device, Neurology Today, 21 July 2011, Vol 11, Issue 14
(an official publication of the American Academy of Neurology).
Nearly 80% of revenues from this product came from off-label use
and prominent researchers who authored studies supporting the
device had financial ties to the company. Dr Thomas A. Zdeblick,
Chairman of the Department of Orthopedics and Rehabilitation at
the University of Wisconsin–Madison, had allegedly received
US$ 23 million from Medtronic since 2002. Dr Zdeblick is also
the editor of Journal of Spine Disorders and Techniques, which
published 2 major favourable studies, neither of which mentioned
the risk of sterility associated with the use of a spinal fusion bone
growth product.

Medical watchdog group asks FDA to withdraw Donepezil
23 mg, Neurology Today, 21 July 2011, Vol 11, Issue 14. Shortly
after patent protection expired on Donepezil (Aricept), the
manufacturer Eisai, in partnership with Pfizer, introduced a new
version with a higher dose, claiming it was effective in treating
mild to severe Alzheimer disease. It was an effort to protect their




